
SULLY'S BEAR ASIAN BUFFET

This is a new crag to the left of Sully's Hangout. There are 10 new climbs there, 6 of which are
5.9 or below. The climbing tends to be steeper with good holds. The leftmost 5 climbs dry fairly
quickly.

WARNING
- There has been thefts of fixed gear from this crag. It appears that someone is targetting

climbs put up by people of Asian descent. Climbers should be aware that gear that was
put up by the developers to protect certain moves may have been removed and/or
damaged by this individual. This person wants people to get hurt on these climbs.
Climbers should be on the lookout for any missing or damaged rock, bolts, hangers,
chains and other safety gear. Any incidents because of this is the sole responsibility of
the person stealing protection gear.

NOTE
- This is a new crag. There may be grit and loose rocks still. Wear a helmet and do not

loiter in the area. Be careful bringing kids and pets here.
- If the developers need to do further work, please vacate the climbs if they request such.
- First Ascencionists get to jump any line on their climbs!!!

APPROACH
- 2 minute
- Go to the far left of Sully's Hangout.
- Look for the path as per the photos.
- Keep away from the wall as you head up as there is deadfall around it. Head out left

then back right to the crag. The path is easy to follow.

GEAR

- 9 draws is sufficient for any of these climbs. This includes the anchor draws.
- There are separate chain anchors for each of these climbs.
- Rappel or lower, doesn't matter.







SULLY'S BEAR ASIAN BUFFET CLIMBS

1. Sinfully Doylelicious Asians 5.7 Sport (FA Zack Doyle, Eric Tran 2022) - Start on the dead log.
Follow the line by the arete.

2. Asian Princess Dropped Poor Stitch 5.7 Sport (FA Jessica Chen, Eric Tran 2020) - Trend left
at the second bolt.

3. Asian Princess Hates Dinos on Crack 5.8 Sport (FA Jessica Chen, Eric Tran 2020) - Head
right up the groove and clip a bolt on the boulder. Mantle then head left slightly and then go
straight up to the hand cracks at the top. Avoid going out left.

4. Ellie c'est une fille oui? 5.9 Sport (FA Jessica Chen, Eric Tran 2020) - Head up the 2 bolts on
the slab. Go straight up the steep section.

5. Asian Princess KAPOWs the Sully's Bear 5.9 Sport (FA Jessica Chen, Eric Tran 2020) - Start
under the bulge and go up the flakes on the left to the alcove. Finish up the slab.

6. Marcus The Gopher Slayer 5.10c Sport (FA Marcus Tomlinson, Jessica Chen, Eric Tran
2020) - Start up the right side of the obvious roof bulge and go straight up to the left facing
corner. Don't go into the neighboring climbs to the right or left. Finish up the slab.

7. So Wong, So Strong 5.10a Sport (FA Joe Wong, Eric Tran 2020) - Start off ledge, boulder
moves to start then easy climbing.

8. The Wong Way to Fly 5.11a Sport (FA Joe Wong 2020) - Start from the obvious huge
undercling and reach for the shelf above. Dyno might be required. Continue straight up the slab
(do not go right or left into the neighboring climbs).

9. It's Wong to Yum Yum Chum Chum !!! 5.10b Sport (FA Joe Wong, Eric Tran 2020) - Clip a
bolt on the slab, go straight up to the flakes on the overhang and then up a crack on the left.

10. Asian Princess Got Devoured by Squeeterz 5.7 Sport (FA Jessica Chen, Eric Tran 2020) -
Start up the big flake on the right, pull into a crack, then weave left, right and left till the top.








